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Revan Competes for Sri Lanka 

 

 

 



 
 

 

From the Athletic Director 

It is the ultimate honour for a sportsman or women to represent their country and last                

weekend Revan did exactly that. A huge well done to Revan and all his efforts in achieving                 

this. Sport continues to play a large part for many of our students in everyday school life                 

and their dedication to training and matches has been superb.  

The Badminton and Touch Rugby programmes both enjoyed their first fixtures of the             

year and both performed admirably on their first outing. It was also fantastic to see such                

fun being had by all at the Spooky Swim Weekend ensuring that we forgot not what                

educational athletics is all about. 

Enjoy the weekend of Sport ahead…. 
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Spooky weekend at the Pool 

GIS Swimmers host Halloween Bonanza 
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What a great day the swimmers had on Saturday! The whole team was out in force for our first                   

Halloween Bonanza, with 70 swimmers in the pool and another 50 parents cheering them on.               

Along with some outstanding swims from the Dragons, there was a parents/kids relay to              

complete the events which produced some top results.  

Our winners were Qiqi and her Mum, Pauline who teamed up with Aris and his Dad, Razlan.                 

They will hopefully be defending their title next year. Well done to all the teams who took part, in                   

a fantastic race. 

On to the results, below are the winners of each age group: 

Girls: Abril Allende, 7 yrs (40 pts), Cairistiona Wong and Natasha Preston, 8 yrs (35 pts), Emily                 

Quinn, 9 yrs (38 pts), Anna Lau, 10 yrs (38 pts), Li Wei Law, 11/12 yrs (40 pts), Toni Charman,                    

13/14 yrs (40 pts). 

Boys: Cian Hercock, 7 yrs (35 pts), Kangmo Koo, 8 yrs (38 pts), George Charman, 9 yrs (38                  

pts), Matthew Tang, 10 yrs (40 pts), Kosei Higashi, 11/12 yrs (40 pts), Josh Yong, 13/14 (35                 

pts), Zhen Wei Chew, 15+ (40 pts). 

Well done to all the swimmers and parents on a great event! The photos show just how much                  

fun the swimmers (and parents) were having! 
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KTJ U19 Badminton Competition 

Girls Doubles Excel in tough tournament. 

Last weekend GIS Badminton competed at the KTJ Badminton Tournament for what was             

a long day of badminton. The level of performance from all the players was outstanding,               

with many matches going right to the wire. It was certainly very exciting to watch from a                 

spectators point of view.  

 

 
“Rising above the 20+ other competitors secured Mitsuyo Machida a silver medal in the Girls 
Singles event and Amanda Tan and Palak Singh a gold medal in the Girls Doubles event “ 
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There’s nothing better than dragging yourself out of bed at 6am on a Saturday morning- so                
that’s exactly what we did.  
 
On the 22nd of October, the U19 badminton team travelled to KTJ for our very first tournament                 
of the season. Having lost several key players last year and one of our boys dropping out                 
because he was sick meant we had an extremely young team, with many who have never                
played competitive badminton before. We were excited to play but nerves seemed to get the               
better of us as we were knocked out of the competition in the quarter-finals to end up finishing in                   
5th/6th place out of 9 schools.  
 
Despite this loss, we kept our heads up and spirits high for the individual competition. Although                
the level of play of local government schools is substantially higher than that of international               
schools, we still managed to obtain some results. Rising above the 20+ other competitors              
secured Mitsuyo Machida a silver medal in the Girls Singles event and Amanda Tan and Palak                
Singh a gold medal in the Girls Doubles event. Many of our other players made it to the quarter                   
and semi finals as well.  
 
A huge thank you to our coaches for the time and effort they have invested in our team, as well                    
as to the 13 girls and boys who gave up their entire Saturday (up till 9PM!!!) to be at the                    
tournament. I look forward to seeing what the rest of this season has in store for us.  
 
Amanda Tan  
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KTJ Badminton Overall results  

 

1.) Kolej Tuanku Ja'afar 

2.) Help International School  

3.) St.John International School  

4.) Tenby International School 

5.) Cempaka International School 

6.) Garden International School 

7.) SriKDU International School 

8.) Talyors International School  

9.) Nexus International School 

 

 

Individual RESULTS: HIGHLIGHTS 

Girls Singles - 2nd GIS 

Girls Doubles - 1st GIS 
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U11 Girls Basketball v ISKL 

Youngsters continue to impress  

GIS 31 - ISKL 11 

MOM - Helena Barrera Alvarez 

Top Point Scorer - Amelia Brady 

Another fantastic result for the U11 dragons basketball team. From the start, it was clear ISKL                

were a strong side. However, the dragons were stronger and defence was impenetrable. There              

was a clear improvement in shooting and passing was quick and accurate. As a team we are                 

very much looking forward to playing at ISAC in just over a week. 

 

U15 Girls Basketball v BSKL 

First Game of season starts provides a winning start  

GIS 20 - BSKL 5 

It was a meaningful win and an amazing experience for our first friendly game against BSKL                

therefore making it great start to the season for the u15 girls basketball team. Coming into the                 

match with much enthusiasm as it was the first match of the season, we were buzzing with                 

energy as we wanted a win. Gaya and Qadira's dribbling skills were impressive resulting in the                

amazing outcomes; through their assists for layups by Isabel and passes to the center player-               

Krisha and Merissa which ended in victory. The combinations of passing and team chemistry              

lead us to our win. In addition, Hannah's accidental screen, paved the way for another basket on                 

the scoreboard. Furthermore, Merissa playing as center brought energy to our game, gave us              

many opportunities to fast break as she rebounded multiple times as well as Krisha doing the                

same. Kristina bringing power to our games, with her height, was an instrumental party for our                

score of 20-5! Proud of our team, and definitely excited for more matches coming up! 
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U15 Boys Football v Epsom 

Deadlock for Boys Football Team v Epsom 

Today, the U15 A boys hit the road, travelling to the isolated home of Epsom college. It couldn't                  

have started better, playing the host; the Epsom A team. The game got off to a slow start but the                    

GIS boys managed to keep possession of the ball. However, a sudden break in the play led to                  

the use of the natural chemistry between myself and Japan's finest import Jun Ida as he took a                  

lovely nudge of the ball before blasting it into the roof of the net. After a serious half time talk                    

about about not trying to Rabona pass from the defence, the team went back in with a focused                  

mindset. This paid off with a aggressive charge from the kick off from Jiang Rong which caused                 

the Epsom's defence to turn into Jello, allowing him to cooly slot the ball around the keeper.                 

Soon after, the brilliant teamwork from the GIS boys showed as a ball out the back to Jun,                  

turned into a darting run before playing the ball into a well timed run from Jiang Rong slotting the                   

ball into the back of the net.  

Feeling elated and confident, the boys stepped onto the pitch again, this time facing the Epsom                

B team. Much like the first game, GIS managed to maintain possession of the ball for most of                  

the match, testing the keeper from all angles. Our first breakthrough finally came after three               

attempts of the same play, Bence eventually managed finish off a cross from Jun Ida. Mid way                 

through the second half, a short but sweet pass again from Jun Ida and a perfect control from                  

Jiang Rong meant that he managed to turn his defender before blasting the ball past the keeper.                 

Furthermore, to add insult to injury out of no where, Bence hit a half volley from a clearance                  

which bounced perfectly in front of the keeper before ending up in the goal.  

Our last game proved to be the hardest, against a physical KTJ team. It was an intense game of                   

end to end football, unfortunately neither team could break the deadlock and the game ended               

0-0.  

The U15 A boys left Epsom college, with their heads held high and with this experience, we can                  

expect a lot more from the remainder of the season. We'd like to thank the Epsom staff team for                   

the excellent tournament, more importantly we'd also like to thank Mr Bygroves for coming out,               

even whilst sustaining a back injury he not only managed the boys team but also the girls! 
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U15 Girls Football at Epsom Tournament 

Girls win all 3 games   

v EPSOM A Won 2-0 (Gaya X1, Carlotta X1)  

V KTJ Won 4-0 (Kunda X2, Gaya X1, Nikita X1) 

V EPSOM B Won 11-0 (Nikita X3, Gaya X3, Kunda X3, Qadira X2)  

Players of the Tournament: Kunda Massawe / Nikita Nightingale  

It was a fantastic day for the U15 A Girls Team as we cruised away with 3 solid wins. After                    

traveling an hour to EPSOM, the girls started off their first tournament of the year with a match                  

against the host, EPSOM A. With bursting energy, we won our first match of the season with                 

2-0. Gaya scored the team's first goal of the day by smashing it to the bottom left corner of the                    

goal. Not long after the first goal, Carlotta nudged in the second goal after an astounding cross                 

by Kunda.  

The second match started off slow as the girls gave it their all in the first match but we came in                     

strong and once again produced a clean sheet by winning 4-0 against KTJ. The girls               

demonstrated great football with impressive passes and defending from Isabel, Qadira and            

Ashley. Special mention to Kunda, Gaya and Nikita for scoring the 4 goals.  

As the girls were more confident after playing their previous two matches, we beat EPSOM B                

11-0 with goals coming in from Qadira and the hat-trick trio (Nikita, Gaya and Kunda). Even                

though everyone was exhausted, we dominated the game and had countless shots.  

The girls have conceded no goals today which is a stunning achievement as we only had 1                 

substitute throughout the whole tournament. We definitely gained a lot of valuable experiences             

from today and are more than ready for the ISAC qualifying matches and FOBISIA which will be                 

held next month. 

Ashley Chee 
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U15 Boys Football v MKIS 

Boys score 6 goals in exciting game 

GIS 6-2 MKIS: The game against MKIS started with a fast goal from Jiang Rong Lim. But we                  

didn't have the lead for long as a solo effort from the striker of MKIS made it 1-1 soon after. With                     

a few attempts falling for both teams and Harun Knight making some superb saves, it was a                 

long shot from Jiang Rong Lim to make it 2-1. With tactical words from Coach Jordan and                 

Coach Shane, the dragons came back lively. Jun Ida, who had been substituted on, found some                

space and smashed it at goal with the ball hitting the crossbar and going in. Few moments later                  

a nice solo effort from Ali Masoudi, with the ball finishing in the top left corner, made it 4-1. Next                    

came another goal from Jiang Rong Lim after some great passing from Bryan Soo. Straight               

away MKIS came firing back with a good long shot goal. The score was 5-2 and there was still                   

15 minutes left. Just before the last 10 minutes mark, Bence Marsi scored a brilliant goal from a                  

nice solo effort. The game was reaching to its final whistle with 5 minutes left when the siren for                   

lightning switched on and the game had been stopped. The GIS dragons beat MKIS 6-2 carrying                

on their undefeated season! 
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Girls Touch Rugby v MKIS 

Girls make promising start to touch rugby season. 

The U18 Touch Rugby squad had their first friendly fixture versus MKIS on Tuesday              
25th October.  
 
The visitors tested our fitness in defence, however The Dragons showed the vast             
improvement in their ball handling skills and sense of urgency in competitive play.             
We look forward to the upcoming season and our first ISAC competition next             
month.  
 
Scores 
 

MKIS VS GIS BLUE 0 - 0 

GIS BLUE VS GIS GREEN 2 - 1 

GIS BLACK VS MKIS 0 - 2 

GIS BLUE VS GIS GREEN 3 - 0 

MKIS VS GIS GREEN 2 - 0 

GIS BLACK VS MKIS 1 - 2 

 
Most Valuable Players: Layla Duckett /Mara Harrison-Martin /Masa Nooh 
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GIS Sport Social Media 

 

 

Follow us @GISDragons and get the latest match day updates on hashtag 

#GISdragonsupdate 

 

Join our private Facebook Group to get updates about secondary students 

training fixtures, fixtures and other important information. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/201978329836813/ 

 

Get all information about the GIS Programme  

https://gisdragonskl.com/ 
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